language and socialization

topics
cognitive development Piaget and operational abstraction
nature /nurture controversy Piatelly Palmarini
scaffolding, zone of proximal development sociocultural theory (Vygotsky)
extending the zone,language teaching
family environment primary language environment,socialization
school environment secondary langauge environment,socialization
literacy and cognition 
language and academic success l,anguage achievement and other subjects cf.innumeracy
autism, asperger, dyslexia,language dysfunction
language development and age/gender correlation
linguistic relativity Sapir/Whorf,language and culture
vernacular vs.language of education (Bildungssprache) diglossia and bilingualism
multiple intelligences Gardner
cognition and autopoiesis Maturana and Varela
memetics and echolalia

 
factors and correlations:
parents education
parents book reading
magazine and newspaper reading
income
family size
living space
parental attitude
parental encouragement
emotional atmosphere

names:
Chomsky,Piaget,Vygotsky,Bernstein,Krashen,Sapir,Whorf,Goffman,Berger,Luckmann,Dawkins,

Recommended reading:

General introductions:
Smith, Common European Framework of Reference
English Langauge.A Level study guide
Bernstein, Restricted and elaborate code
European framework, skills and savoirs
Craig Thane, teacher training essentials, cup 2010
Ronald Carter,david nunan,teaching english to speakers of other languages, cup
Jeremy Harmer,the practice of english language teaching

Specific issues:
Creber Patrick, Lost for words. Language and educational failure,Penguin,Harmondsworth 1972
 Morrison, Mcintyre, schools and sozialization,Penguin,1971
compulsory miseducation
Douglas Holly, society,school and humanity,Paladin Frogmore
Douglas Holly, beyond curriculum,, Paladin Frogmore
Judith Greene,thinking and language,essential psychology
Harry Mcgurk, growing and changing,essential psychology
Johanna Turner, cognitive development,essential psychology
Robinson, language and social behaviour,Penguin,Harmondsworth
Sheila Chown ed.,ageing,Penguin Harmondsworth
Herbert Kohl,reading.how to,Penguin Harmondsworth
Patrick Creber, lost for words, Penguin, Harmondsworth
Kurt Danzinger,socialization,Penguin Harmondsworth
Jean Piaget,the origin of intelligence in the child
Judith Greene, psycholinguistics.Chomsky and psychology
Paul Christophersen, second language learning.myth and reality
Paul Baxter,Basil Sansom, race and social difference
education and jobs, the great training robbery,cf.compulsory miseducation (curricular design)
Counter course.a handbook for course criticism
Bride and Holmes,sociolinguistics
Peter Berger and Brigitte Berger, sociology a biographical approach
Nigel Armistead, reconstructing social psychology
Parveen Adams, language in thinking
Henri Tajfel,Colin Fraser, introducing social psychology
Pier Paolo Giglioli, language and social context
Jules Henry, culture against man
Roy Turner,ethnomethodology
L.Vygotsky, thinking and speaking
L.C.Taylor, resources for learning
Cosin, education:structure and society



